In this article, I argue that if we wish to move towards a 'global village' with cosmopolitan values, then we need to examine critically the discourses and practices by which global information flows invite the individual spectator to be a public actor in the contexts of her/his everyday life. In the light of empirical analysis, I present a hierarchical typology of news stories on distant suffering that consists of adventure, emergency and ecstatic news and I examine the two broad ethical norms that inform these types of news: communitarianism and cosmopolitanism. The possibility for cosmopolitanism, I conclude, lies importantly (but not exclusively) in the ways in which television tells the stories of suffering, inviting audiences to care for and act on conditions of human existence that go beyond their own communities of belonging.
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This paper addresses the question of whether trans-national information flows may contribute to shaping public dispositions that go beyond the nation. It is, in particular, the mediation of suffering in the media that best throws into relief this question. Whereas everyone agrees that the media today enable an unprecedented visibility of distant misfortune, there is controversy over the impact of this visibility on the possibility for cosmopolitan citizenship i . Some talk about an increase in compassion fatigue among audiences, yet others optimistically claim that a 'democratization' of responsibility and care is today more possible than ever.
This paper participates in the controversy over the role of the media in public life not by taking sides in this theoretical debate but by turning to the study of concrete practices of mediation. By mediation, I refer to the process by which technologically articulated discursive resources, namely language and image, produce meaning about suffering and, in so doing, propose to media audiences specific ways of engaging with distant sufferers. As I show in a number of examples, such proposals encompass a wide range of ethical positions, from responsibility and care to indifference and apathy, and, in so doing, they throw into relief the crucial role of the media in producing various forms of connectivity between spectators and sufferers across national borders.
To be sure, the media do not in themselves determine how the multiple and heterogeneous media audiences engage in public action; for this to happen, a broader chain of links to action must be in place. Furthermore, studying the extent to which audiences respond to media reports on suffering would require a different analytical focus than I adopt here. Rather, my assumption in this paper is that, through their systematic choices of word and image, the media do not only expose audiences to the spectacles of distant suffering but, in so doing, they simultaneously expose them to specific dispositions to feel, think and act towards each instance of suffering ii . In the context of the debate on media and cosmopolitan connectivity, it becomes particularly important to specify which media reports on suffering may dispose audiences towards a passive voyeurism of human pain -as the compassion fatigue argument has it-and which reports may urge them towards active charity and humanitarian action -as the 2004 tsunami catastrophe showed.
My argument develops in three steps. First, I provide an overview of the key arguments that dominate the debate on the role of the media in establishing global connectivity and I propose that, rather than debating this ethical role in the abstract, we should subject concrete instances of mediation to systematic analysis (1.Mediation and Public Ethics). Second, in the light of such analysis, I show that the distribution of public dispositions towards distant suffering in western European television is hierarchical and that this hierarchy depends on the distribution of the symbolic resources, language and image, that news reports on distant suffering use.
Specifically, I show that these hierarchical dispositions to suffering depend on the proximity to the sufferer and the options for action on his/her misfortune that news reports present to their audiences (2.Mediation and the Hierarchy of News). Finally, I
conclude that the question of expanding our sense of responsibility beyond our own neighbourhood, far from simply a matter of trans-national networks or global governance institutions, is also a matter of the mundane stories and images of distant others that the media bring into our everyday life. I argue that, in order to move away from the hierarchical distributions of suffering, we should examine closely those few news stories that enable the spectator to consider some form of action on distant suffering as possible and effective; these stories enact a specific type of discourse that combines emotion for the sufferer with the demand for justice and, in so doing, manage to bring into the news broadcast the proposal for social solidarity (3.The Discourse of Cosmopolitan Connectivity).
Mediation and Public Ethics
The role of television as a global agent of responsibility and care lies at the centre of the debate on cosmopolitan public life in media and social theory. Part of the broad communitarian tradition of Durkheim and Merton, this celebration of global connectivity rests on the anthropological premise that the media work as symbols that generate sociability across dispersed times and spaces. Let me summarise two key versions of global connectivity, the 'celebration of communitarianism' and the 'democratisation of responsibility' versions.
In the 'celebration of communitarianism' version of global connectivity, television introduces the spectator into a broad community of fellow-spectators simply by engaging him/her in the act of simultaneous viewing. This argument, present in McLuhan's early idea of the 'global village ' (1964) as well as in current accounts of mediation, claims that television establishes a spectatorial 'feeling in common' based more on the activity of viewing and less on the content of the spectacle itself. Television, Eco says, speaks less and less of the exterior world…it speaks of itself and of the context it establishes with its audience (Eco 1985 in Maffesoli 1996 .
This self-referential quality of television evidently comes about from the capacity of the medium to have us all watching the same images at the same time.
Yet, there is deep pessimism in this line of thinking iii . Whereas images bring spectators together in new forms of sociality, the questions of what these images show or how their content may affect the spectator remain unaccounted for. This is because it is not the connectivity to the spectacle on screen that counts as the purpose of mediated experience, but the connectivity to fellow spectators iv . Such connectivity, however, not only separates the spectator's zone of comfort from the zone of suffering as two worlds that never meet, but it also deprives the world of suffering of its dramatic urgency and moral appeal v . What this view of mediation as tele-sociality ultimately misses out is an orientation towards the distant other.
Closely connected to this view is the argument about compassion fatigue.
Compassion fatigue takes its point of departure in the spectator's everyday life under conditions of safety and comfort and accuses television of over-burdening spectators with news of human pain and misfortune. This overdose of misery, the argument has it, renders suffering banal, unimportant and irrelevant to the spectator's lifeworld; each piece of news on suffering is yet another story that reaches our screen only to disappear in oblivion as soon as we zap to another channel vi .
In the 'democratization of responsibility' version of global connectivity, on the contrary, television news from around the world increases the spectator's concern for the misfortune of the distant sufferer. Taking its point of departure in the reflexive organisation of the self in late modernity, this optimistic argument begs the question of how our mediated experience can translate into political deliberation and public action vii . The constant flow of images on screen, the argument has it, inevitably opens up the local world of the spectator to non-local realities and enables the reflexive process by which the spectator comes to recognise such realities as a potential domain of his/her own action. It is the interplay between the visibility of the sufferer and the reflexive response of the spectator to his/her suffering that contains here the promise of cosmopolitanism viii . Despite its forceful rhetoric, however, this optimistic version proposes no specific perspectives as to how such forms of publicness may be realized. Rather than asking how exactly the image of the sufferer may lead to effective action, the 'democratization of responsibility' argument ultimately turns to wishful thinking. Audiences, we are told, must turn their sense of responsibility into a form of moral-practical reflection because this is the best-the only option we have (Thompson 1995:265) . The dream of cosmopolitanism is asserted but the question of how we get there is essentially ignored.
To sum up, the two versions of global connectivity that I reviewed here understand cosmopolitanism as the formation of a certain relationship between the spectator and the distant other. Whereas in 'celebration of communitarianism', this relationship connects the safe spectator with other safe spectators at the expense of recognising the moral demand that the spectacle of distant sufferers may press on us, in 'democratisation of responsibility', this relationship does entail a sense of responsibility towards distant sufferers but cannot tell us how we can move from simply watching to actually caring for those sufferers. The paradox of technology seems to haunt both optimistic arguments on mediation: technology connects, but how and who connects with whom remain unaccounted for. Can we overcome this paradox in order to understand just how mediation may shape beyond-the-nation forms of connectivity and how it may offer the possibility of a cosmopolitan public?
Mediation and the Hierarchy of News
The potential of mediation to cultivate a cosmopolitan sensibility, I wish to argue, is neither straightforward, as the optimistic arguments have it, nor completely impossible, as their pessimistic counter-arguments insist. The potential of mediation to shape a cosmopolitan sensibility has its own conditions of possibility. What we need to do in order to investigate these conditions is to investigate empirically how television tells stories about human suffering and how, in so doing, it places the spectator in particular ethical relationships to the sufferer, thereby, inviting or blocking the spectator's feelings of pity for the sufferer.
I approach the notion of pity not as the natural sentiment of human empathy but as a sociological category that is constituted in discourse. Pity, in this sense, is a product of the manner in which television puts the relationship between the spectator and a distant sufferer into meaning. Pity therefore draws attention to the concrete meaning-making operations through which the sufferer is presented on screen so as to engage the spectator in multiple forms of emotion and dispositions to action. In order to generalize, Boltanski writes, pity becomes eloquent, recognizing and discovering itself as emotion and feeling (1999:6) ix .
Two dimensions of the spectator-sufferer relationship are relevant to the analysis of the 'eloquence' of pity, its production in meaning. These are the dimensions of proximity-distance and watching-acting. How close or how far away does the news story place the spectator vis a vis the sufferer? How is the spectator 'invited' by the news story to react vis a vis the sufferer's misfortune-look at it, feel for it, act upon it?
Using these questions to investigate the ethical impact of mediation helps us break with dominant norms about how television should or should not moralize the spectator and allows us to examine how television actually produces its own ethical norms and standards for public conduct. ii) emergency news, a class of news that produces a demand for action on the suffering and iii) ecstatic news, an extraordinary class of news that manages to bring the globe together in the act of simultaneous watching xi .
These differences construe a hierarchy of news that corresponds to a broader hierarchy in global relations of power and reflects the historical fact that some places and, therefore, some human lives deserve more news time, more attention and more resources than others xii .
b. Adventrure news
The category of adventure news is illustrated by three pieces of news, 'shootings' in Indonesia, a 'boat accident' in India, and 'biblical floods' in Bangladesh-all of which are accommodated in less-than-a-minute reports xiii . Their common feature is that their value was not prioritized in their respective broadcasts. The fact that, for example, forty children on their way back from school were drowned in the boat accident in India, not only failed to appear as 'breaking news' but it was presented without any reference as to the contexts and conditions of the accident. I use, therefore, Bakhtin's term adventure to describe this category of news that, like the early Greek romance he critically discusses, fails to provide a framework for understanding the events it describes and renders their broadcasting a chain of random and isolated 'curiosities' that make no emotional demand on the spectator xiv .
Three semiotic features are typical of the category of adventure news:
• brief descriptive narratives that only register 'facts',
• singular spacetimes that restrict the spectator's proximity to suffering;
• the lack of agency that de-humanizes the sufferer and suppresses the possibility of action in the scene of suffering.
But can we then talk about the representation of suffering without pity as involving a moral mechanism? The answer is yes, morality without pity is possible insofar as we do not use the term morality to mean inherent 'goodness' in the perspective of representation, contrasting it to an inherently 'evil' perspective of representation that is devoid of morality. As situated ethics implies, choices over where, when, and with whom the suffering is shown to occur always entail specific ethical dispositions, independently of our own evaluative judgement on these dispositions as desirable or undesirable.
By this token, the minimal narration of suffering, the establishment of radical distance from the location of suffering or the refusal to humanize the sufferer may indeed come to interrupt the production of pity, but they should not be regarded as lying outside the enactment of the moral mechanism of mediation itself.
The interruption of pity is a variation of this enactment and a moral claim in its own right. Suffering without pity is itself an ethical option available to the spectator, which construes the sufferer in discourses of insurmountable cultural difference, as an Other, and thereby frees the spectator from the moral obligation to engage with the sufferer's misfortune.
2.c. Emergency news
From news stories that interrupt pity, we move to news stories that produce pity in their representation of suffering. These are prime time news on a 'rescue mission' for illegal African refugees who were caught in a storm in the Mediterranean sea on their way to Southern Europe, on a 'famine crisis' in the poor Argentinean province of Tucuman leading children to emaciation, and on the 'death by stoning' verdict against Amina Lawal, a Nigerian woman who gave birth to a child outside marriage xv .
All these figures of suffering share one feature that was absent in adventure news: they call for emergency action. As opposed to adventure news, the enactment of pity as emergency action entails complex news narratives, with multiple connections between safety and danger and novel possibilities of action both for the participants in the scene of suffering and for the spectator xvi .
Who acts and how on the scene of suffering, however, is an open matter. Each piece of emergency news has a different response to these questions, creating an internal hierarchy of sufferers and actors on the television screen. The rescue action on the African refugees, for example, is a high adrenaline spectacle to be watched by the spectator-voyeur, the Argentinean famine news is a sentimental story that provokes no more than a tear of concern, whereas, finally, the Nigerian convict story urges the spectator to do something practical, signing an Amnesty International petition against the sharia verdict. In this respect, I consider emergency news to be a complex category that best throws into relief the possibilities and limitations of public action that the media make available to us.
The distinction between adventure and emergency news can be described in terms of three major shifts in the representation of suffering:
• The move from visually static and verbally minimal descriptions with low affective power, to visually and verbally complex narratives with increasing degrees of affective power.
• The move from singular and abstract spacetimes (the map) to concrete, specific, multiple and mobile spacetimes (chronotopes) xvii . Chronotopes place suffering in the contexts of lived experience and give suffering historical depth and future perspective. Chronotopes may also connect suffering with the spacetime of safety and propose a particular type of action to the spectator himself/herself. As we shall see, it is, in fact, only in the example of the news on the Nigerian convict that such connectivity between suffering and safety is established.
• The move from non-agency (numerical sufferer; absence of other agents) to conditional agency (active and personalized sufferer; presence of benefactors and persecutors). Conditional agency implies that the sufferer is only able to be active in a limited and ineffective way, hence the need for external intervention. Yet, the very fact of acting endows this sufferer with a quality of humanness that we do not encounter in adventure news. Again, it is particularly the Nigerian Amina
Lawal who is presented as a fully historical figure-at the same time, a cultural other and a human being like 'us' (see below). Although ecstatic news shares with emergency news the demand for action, the two categories differ in their overall representation of suffering and, therefore, in the way each organizes the ethical relationship between spectator and sufferer. The distinction between emergency and ecstatic news can be described in terms of three major shifts in the representation of suffering:
2.d. Ecstatic news
• The move from the genre of the news broadcast to that of the live footage. This is the move from a conventional news narrative, consisting of single, finite and unrelated pieces of news, to an uninterrupted flow of images and verbal narratives with various degrees of emotional power. This flow enables the spectator to engage in multiple topics of suffering, and so to empathize, to denounce and to reflect on the suffering.
• The move from the emergency chronotope, that is from concrete, specific, multiple and mobile spacetimes, to an ecstatic chronotope. This is a temporality that places suffering both in the order of 'lived' experience and in the order of historical rupture; and a spatiality that connects this specific suffering to the globe as a whole, making 'humanity' the simultaneous witness of the suffering.
• The move from conditional agency to sovereign agency. Sovereign agency construes each actor in the scene of suffering as a thoroughly humanized and historical being-somebody who feels, reflects and acts on his/her fate.
Specifically, sovereign agency entails three typical features:
i) the sufferer and the benefactor coincide (in the September 11 th footage,
Americans rescue American victims);
ii) the sufferer is in a position both to mourn for his/her suffering and to analyze it (accounts of ordinary people in Manhattan and journalists);
iii) the sufferer has the capacity to respond to the persecutor's infliction of suffering upon him/herself (statements by the White House and by
Pentagon experts).
This presentation of the sufferer as a sovereign being is instrumental in further construing the relationship between spectator and sufferer as a relationship of reflexive identification, whereby the spectator engages with the misfortune of the sufferer continuously, intensely and in multiple ways xx . It is this relationship of identification that, subsequently, enables the emergence of a 'universal' moral stance vis a vis the September 11 th events-a stance that was later used to try to legitimize the political project of 'war against terror' that followed these terror attacks.
In summary, each news piece on suffering across the three types of news is organized around a set of moral values that appear to be evident and natural but, when placed in comparison to one another, they reveal their complicity in sustaining the hierarchy of place and of human life that media critics denounce. At the low end of the hierarchy, the type of adventure news offers the spectator a position of maximal distance from the sufferer and no options for action towards the misfortune he/she watches. At the high end of the hierarchy, the type of ecstatic news offers the spectator a position of reflexive identification, through which the spectator recognizes the sufferer as a sovereign agent and fully engages with his/her misfortune.
These positions represent a key aspect of the information divide in the space of mediation. Although the landscape of global news flows is more complex than any single typology can capture, this typology identifies a significant bias in the intersection between global and national news flows insofar as the presentation of suffering is concerned. This bias suggests that, despite the global expansion of transmission technologies, all pieces of news are eventually subject to a process of selection and particularization that defines whose suffering matters most for the western spectator xxi . If cosmopolitanism -the ethical disposition that links spectator and sufferer in a relationship of responsibility and care-depends on television's capacity to produce proximity with the sufferer and propose action on his/her misfortune, then the question is: which proximity? whose action?
The Discourse of Cosmopolitan Citizenship
To answer this, let me now briefly return to the theoretical debate on the ethical role of the media. The optimistic arguments, which celebrate the creation of global communities through television viewing, find justification in the empirical reality of ecstatic news. Their pessimistic counter-arguments, which deplore the failure of television to connect spectator and sufferer in a moral sense, find justification in the empirical reality of adventure news. But can adventure and ecstatic news provide us with a quality of connectivity that brings spectator and sufferer in a relationship of emotional and practical engagement? The answer is no, neither of the two types of news are able to construe the public space of television as a space of cosmopolitan connectivity, because their model of the public is their very own community: the community of western public life.
a. The communitarian public of adventure and ecstatic news
Adventure news is paradigmatically associated with the argument on compassion fatigue. This argument blames television for bombarding the spectator with images of human misfortune and, consequently, holds television accountable for weakening the spectator's sensibility towards distant suffering. Yet, rather than finding the cause of compassion fatigue in the omnipresence of images of suffering, adventure news shows that compassion fatigue is related to the systematic absence of certain sufferers as human beings from the viewing community of western spectators xxii .
This inadequacy of television to represent certain sufferings as deserving the spectator's emotion and action results in excluding certain places and human lives from the public space where the spectator belongs to and feels able to act within. The main implication of this exclusion is that, in the name of the spectator's benign desire for comfort, television blocks the possibility of public action beyond the spectator's familiar community of belonging.
Ecstatic news is paradigmatically associated with the argument on tele-sociality, which takes its point of departure in television's capacity to connect dispersed groups of people into a community of fellow-spectators. In this respect, ecstatic news clearly shows the effectivity of television to create a global audience but it simultaneously shows that this effectivity is reserved for those rare pieces of news that have a historical significance for the West. In the September 11 th live footage, television offers the western spectator multiple emotional engagements with the terror attacks. Yet, this therapeutic connectivity works to rationalize the move from thinking of terrorism as a story about others to thinking that such terrorism is a real possibility for somebody like the western spectator himself/herself. The community of ecstatic news, global as it may be in its scope, in fact addresses the fears of the European who may now imagine that similar attacks are imminent in her/his own soil. As a consequence, the space of identification and action in ecstatic news is the space where the spectator already belongs to, leaving out places and populations whose suffering from terror preceeds and follows the western experience by many and by far xxiii .
Adventure and ecstatic news, in their different ways, appeal to a community of spectators that is already constituted as a public space. This public space is either the familiar and safe space of everyday denial, where no call to the cause of a distant other disturbs the spectator, or it is the space of common vulnerability, where the spectator's commitment to the suffering other is natural because the sufferer is somebody like him/her xxiv . It is precisely by virtue of this shared feature, namely that they address their audiences as an already constituted community, that neither adventure nor ecstatic news can invite these audiences to engage in public action towards suffering that occurs beyond the West.
The problem with evoking the West as an already constituted community of spectators is that these types of news simultaneously evoke a set of pre-existing assumptions implicit in any communitarian bond, as to whose 
3.b. The public space of pity in emergency news
Between adventure and ecstatic news, the category of emergency news covers a middle space that does not completely efface the sufferer nor does it render this sufferer thoroughly sovereign. It is not that emergency news does not evoke the West as the imagined community where the spectator belongs to. Of course it does. It is rather that emergency news presents the western spectator with a demand for engagement that does not exclusively follow from the pre-commitment to implicit obligations; from the communitarian bond. Neither the apathetic spectator of adventure news nor the over-engaged spectator of ecstatic news, the spectator of emergency news moves through a number of proposals for agency vis a vis the distant sufferer. He/she intensely watches the rescuing of the African sufferer, sheds a tear for the misfortune of Argentinean children or protests for the death verdict of the Nigerian convict.
As opposed to the communitarian perspective on distant suffering, these pieces of news pose the question of commitment as a problem to be solved and render distant suffering a case to be judged as worthy of action. In opening up a range of positions where the judgement of suffering is now possible from, emergency news simultaneously opens up a space of engagement that may lie beyond the spectator's local horizon for feeling and acting. This means that, rather than restricting public space to the West as a given community, television now addresses the public as an undefined entity.
The 'undefinedness' of the public points to the fact that mediation does not always assume the public as a given but may also call a public into being, at the moment when it presents the individual spectator with a cause for engagement xxvii . In appealing to the spectator as a philanthropist towards Argentinean children or as an activist protesting against Amina Lawal's verdict, emergency news throws into relief this pedagogical dimension of mediation as guiding the spectator's conduct towards the cosmopolitan ideal. The spectator is now a member of a world bigger than the West, who may develop a desire and will to act on this world in response to visions of the public that television itself proposes. This is why the more we insist on examining the nature of mediation, which emergency news enacts vis a vis an undefined and always in-the-making public, the closer we get to the conditions of possibility for cosmopolitanism; for public action on humanity as a whole xxviii .
3.c. The fragile connectivity of emergency news
Emergency news demonstrates that the move from a communitarian to a cosmopolitan sensibility requires a specific kind of public discourse that assumes no prior commitment between spectator and sufferer but, simultaneously, it evokes the ideal of commitment at the moment of telling the story of suffering. Which is then the quality of connectivity that characterizes emergency news?
Emergency news, let us recall, presents the humanness of the sufferer as an inherently unstable condition and construes the question of committment to non-Western suffering in an indeterminate and fragile manner. The humanness of the Nigerian convict, for example, remains suspended between a condition thoroughly 'universal', her motherhood, and thoroughly alien to the western experience, her life or -better-the threat to her life under the sharia rule. Similarly, the spectator's judgement vis a vis African refugees or Argentinean children constantly hovers between these sufferers' desire for life, compatible to the spectator's own, and their fate, radically different from anything the western spectator is likely to experience. It is, I believe, this very instability that sums up the paradox of cosmopolitan action: the possibility of cosmopolitanism lies in the impossibility of representing the condition of distant suffering as suffering proper xxix .
This impossibility, however, is at odds with the dominant discourse of ethical conduct today, which does not acknowledge the indeterminacies inherent in the mediation of suffering and assumes that, once confronted with the spectacle of suffering, the spectator reacts with a compassionate reflex. Indeed, in the arguments on the ethics of mediation that I examined earlier, it is obvious that the spectator of suffering, in general, is automatically under the moral obligation of the sufferer on screen -his/her sensibilities blocked only by the numbing effects of mediation.
At this point, however, we can see that it is strictly the spectator of emergency news that may be confronted with some form of moral obligation towards distant suffering. This is because the spectator of emergency news is the only one to be confronted with a concrete possibility for action and, consequently,
with those values of engagement with suffering that claim to have a universal appeal in our culture xxx . In the philanthropic cause of the Argentinean famine news, the moral horizon of the spectator is based on the value of common humanity, which moves the spectator's heart in empathy at the sight of children in need. In the denunciatory cause of the sharia verdict, the moral horizon of the spectator is based on the value of justice, which urges the spectator to protest against the violation of human rights.
At the same time, these universal values of suffering do not stand on their own. Because each piece of news seeks to accommodate its own specific realities of suffering-the misery of refugees, the emaciated bodies of Argentinean children or cruelty in the streets of Nigeria -there is always a struggle between the universal truths of humanity, casting the suffering in an enabling proximity, and the detail of singular sufferings, inevitably evoking a certain distance from the scene of misfortune. Confronted with these 'twilight' presences on screen, the spectator also becomes an ambivalent figure himself/herself. Neither a true philanthropist who compassionately cares for stranded refugees or emaciated children, nor a proper activist who engages in a practical politics of justice, the spectator is captured in a fragile, if not impossible, representation too. Contradictory as this may sound, the spectator's fragility is not a bad thing. On the contrary, I wish to argue, it is precisely this paradoxical and fragile condition that we need to preserve, if we wish to sustain the idea of cosmopolitanism not only as a programmatic utopia of mediation but also as a political reality of contemporary public life.
The key is to draw attention to the internal hierarchy of emergency news that affects the quality of each particular case of suffering and, consequently, it also affects the combination of this particular case with a universal discourse of action. Whereas all emergency sufferings appear to be concrete and specific for the spectator, only some pieces manage to represent suffering in terms of multiple and dynamic contexts of activity or as mobile and practically accessible terrains of action. Similarly, the human presence of the sufferer across emergency news ranges from an undifferentiated mass of 'miserables', the African refugees, to an individual with a personal biography and a cultural history, Amina Lawal -the Argentinean children appealing to 'our' common humanity but remaining too far away for us to do anything to alleviate their misery. It is indeed only the news on the Nigerian convict that manages to turn suffering into a cause for practical action, by connecting Amina Lawal as a person threated by a death verdict with the imperative of social solidarity.
This suggests that, for the spectator to be confronted with the call for effective action, action that can make a difference in the sufferer's fate, only certain combinations of the particular and the universal are appropriate; only certain types of fragility of the sufferer are powerful enough to present her/him to the spectator as a cause for concern. The capacity of the Nigerian convict news to place pity for the sufferer in a context and to link pity to a demand for justice makes its representation of suffering a characteristic instance of cosmopolitan connectivity in this typology of news.
What differentiates the Nigerian convict news from the other two pieces of emergency news is that it goes beyond simply bringing a story into the public spotlight. It further begs the questions of 'why' and of 'what to do'.
It is, to begin with, the question of why that makes Amina's suffering appear as a dynamic and open event worthy of public commitment. This is not a 'grand' why referring to the structures of society or the traditions of religion. It is a 'modest'
why that lends elements of historicity to the narrative economy of the news. This means that this news incorporates relevant fragments of the trajectory of events around the Nigerian case, such as the hint to a potential conflict between the secular government of the country and the Islamic law or the reference to a similar Amnesty campaign thanks to which another convict had eventually been acquitted in Nigeria.
By pointing to the tensions and potentialities that are inherent in the development of the story, references like these simultaneously establish the multiple, specific and mobile connectivities between the spacetimes and actors of suffering and those of the spectator. Who has acted or should act, when and where so as to make a difference to Amina's life are key narrative elements that do not explicitly moralise the spectator into a politically correct activism, but subtly confront the spectator with the possible consequences of his/her own actions.
To be sure, the Nigerian piece of news is precisely this: a single piece of news inserted in the flow of a longer broadcast. It can only provide glimpses of the event it represents. It can, under no circumstances, determine the nature, causality or outcome of Amina Lawal's suffering. Nevertheless, by begging the question of why, this piece of news does offer to the spectator the space to reflect on the cause for action that it proposes. This is what Boltanski calls a 'politics of justice' xxxi . As opposed to the politics of pity, where the urgency to bring an end to the suffering always prevails over considerations of justice, in the politics of justice the sufferer never simply happens to suffer but is always subject to a test of fairness, to the question of whether her misery is justified. Why should a woman that had her baby outside marriage be convicted to death? why should inhumane practices against women take place without us speaking out in favour of human rights? It is these questions on the justification of suffering that the spectator is here called to contemplate.
A crucial feature of 'why' questions is that they are not simply propositional; they do not simply formulate issues. They are also performative; they enact a certain disposition towards the broader issues that the news presents. 'Why' questions, in other words, at once express and construe the reflexivity of the spectator-the capacity of the spectator to consider himself/herself as a speaker who responds to the suffering she watches as part of a non-communitarian public. In the Nigerian convict news, such a reflexive response of the spectator is multiply performed in the news story itself. First, it is linguistically formulated in the voiceover through references to the unfairness of the verdict and the shock of the international public opinion; second it is visually displayed in the top-right screen graphic 'no to death by stoning'; third, it is -crucially-embodied and enacted in the interview of the Amnesty International activist who calls audiences to sign the petition for Amina's life and to denounce 'practices of humiliation, stoning, mutilation'. Both the verbal and the visual modes, then, stage this piece of news as a response not only to the question of 'why' but also to that of 'what to do' -as a proposal for public action.
e. Cosmopolitan action: Social solidarity
This form of action speaks in the name of an international public opinion that uses agencies such as Amnesty International in order to monitor the will of governments to act upon world suffering and injustice xxxii . In this respect, the personalization of Amina, that is her presentation in the news as an individual with a name, a face and a universal human quality, her motherhood, plays an important role. This is because it is this personalization that presents Amina's suffering as a cause worthy of our emotion and action-as a cause for social solidarity. Despite the fact that Amina represents a very different identity to that of the western spectator in terms of her race and religion -both elements easily participating in the 'othering' of sufferers, as we saw in adventure news -this news story takes care to place religion and race in a broader context and to portray Amina as a historical figure caught in a series of tensions between religious conflict and political power in her country xxxv . Indeed, the ideal of social solidarity, Calhoun (2001:164) tells us, may be introduced in public discourse in two ways: partly through enhancing the significance of particular categorical identities, here exemplified in the personalization of Amina as a young mother, whose fate we may never experience as such but fully recognise as demanding our urgent support; and partly through facilitating the creation of direct social relations, which is here exemplified in the symbolic connectivity that the signing of the petition seeks to establish between her and us.
Social solidarity is a specific type of global connectivity that, as It is also about the power of mediation to stretch the concerns of various publics around the world beyond local perspectives and, thereby, to constitute these publics as non-communitarian publics.
The mediation of social solidarity, then, is an important discursive proposal for the spectator in the context of this discussion, because social solidarity makes a call for action that is more than simply words or wishful thinking and invites audiences to make a concrete difference in the sufferers' lives. The effectiveness of this kind of cosmopolitan politics, in turn, crucially depends on the voices of Amnesty International as well as other NGOs, the United Nations, Nelson Mandela or the live aid artists, because all of these agents bear the expertise, the authority and, not least, the celebrity aura necessary to push the ethical cause of suffering through to vast television publics.
Pieces of news such as the Amina Lawal one are admittedly rare, both in national and trans-national television. National television, as we know, increasingly draws on trans-national broadcasting in its news reports, but it does so in a manner that addresses the spectator as a national citizen within the communitarian logic of its own body politic xxxvi . In a similar manner, trans-national broadcasting has emerged as a strong player in the arena of international politics, setting agendas and giving voice to the disempowered, but it is questionable if it does so in ways that cultivate a politics of social solidarity beyond the West xxxvii .
Yet, if the closer study of emergency news tells us anything, this is that cosmopolitan connectivity in the realm of mediation may be an exception but it is definitely a possibility. It is, in my view, a key question in the agenda of social research today to investigate, rather than to celebrate, the conditions under which trans-national news flows may reproduce or transform the spectator's communitarian concerns in the zone of safety and to reflect on ways in which such flows may cultivate productive connectivities between spectator and distant sufferer.
Conclusion
In this paper, I argue that if we wish to move towards a 'global village' with cosmopolitan values, then we need to examine critically the discourses and practices by which global information flows invite the individual spectator to be a public actor in the contexts of her/his everyday life. In the light of empirical analysis, I discussed a hierarchical typology of news stories on distant suffering that consists of adventure, emergency and ecstatic news. The two ethical norms that inform each of these types of news are communitarianism and cosmopolitanism.
Communitarianism suggests that the spectator of the news is invited to act on suffering that is proximal and relevant to the community that she belongs to.
Adventure and ecstatic news, despite differences in their presentation of suffering, enact the communitarian logic. Adventure news enacts the communitarian logic by blocking the option for pity for the suffering of people who are not like 'us', whereas ecstatic news enacts the communitarian logic by expanding globally a demand for action on suffering that is 'our' own.
Cosmopolitanism suggests that the spectator engages with distant suffering through a demand for action on a distant other who does not readily belong to 'our' own community. Far from the direct outcome of globalizing technologies of communication, cosmopolitanism appears to be a potential outcome of one class of news only, emergency news. Emergency news formulates a specific discourse on suffering that i) personalises and historicises the sufferer, ii) incorporates the questions of 'why' and 'what to do' in its representation of suffering and iii) uses global voices of authority to turn distant suffering into a cause for action. As a consequence, emergency news has the potential to introduce the option of social solidarity in the everyday life of the spectator-an option that can make a concrete difference in the sufferer's fate, as it has indeed done in the case of Amina Lawal xxxviii ii The claim that media texts make available proposals for identification and action to spectators is shared by a number of critical hermeneutic approaches to the media that ask the question of how media texts may participate in turning a group of spectators into a media public -a collectivity with a will to act (Alexander & Jakobs 1998: 28-32; Corner 1999: 6-8; Dayan 2001: 743-65; Seaton 2005: 102-32; Silverstone 2006: 43-55) . Such approaches draw on a variety of theoretical resources in order to break with the a-historical and static interpretations of Spectatorship Theory-a psychoanalysis-inspired set of approaches that analyse how the viewer is interpellated by the political apparatus of cinema texts to become a subject of power-while they insist on the key claim that the media systematically propose resources for judgement and action to their audiences -independently of the extent to which such audiences may or may not take up these proposals. For a comprehensive criticism of Spectatorship Theory see Campbell (2005) ; for an example of Spectatorship Theory applied specifically on images of suffering and disability see Cartwright (2004: 35-49) ; Benin & Cartwright (2006:155-71) .
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